
Earth-shaking discoveries
To improve seismic forecasting, the micromechanics of induced seismicity from human activities and 
natural seismic events are under scrutiny by researchers using the advanced instrumentation and 
massive parallel processing resources at the University of Toronto’s Rock Fracture Dynamics Facility

In this lively discussion, Dr R Paul Young describes how the sounds that different rocks make under 
stress enable him and his group to see the processes that lead to earthquakes as they unfold

Firstly, why is it important to advance 
understanding of rock deformation  
and fracture?

At the largest scale, fractures control the 
movement of continents and give rise 

to earthquakes and volcanoes. At the 
smallest scale, they reduce the strength 
of rock and form pathways for fluids to 
flow. Thus, understanding how fractures 
are created, transport fluids and change 
the physical properties of a material will 
eventually allow us to design and build 
safer underground structures, and provide 
further insight about natural earthquake 
and volcanic processes.

What are the limitations of existing 
numerical computer models of rock fracture? 

Computing is a major limitation! We now 
have models that are made up of millions 
of particles that are bonded together to 
form synthetic rock. Using the laws of 
Nature, we can monitor the behaviour of 
these computer models when subjected to 
stress, temperature and fluid movement. 
As we attempt to make the models behave 
more like real rocks, the computer power 

needed to simulate ‘real’ behaviour goes 
up dramatically.

Could you explain the purpose of the Rock 
Fracture Dynamics Facility (RFDF)? 

The RFDF is one of the world’s most advanced 
experimental rock deformation laboratories. 
It allows us to deform rocks and create 
fracturing at temperatures and pressures 
simulating conditions on Earth and in Nature 
or around engineered structures. While 
tests are underway, advanced geophysical 
measurements are taken to allow us to see 
inside the rock and to image, for example, 
how fractures grow and affect fluid flow. 

What techniques are you using to advance 
your research? 

We use the equivalent of music streaming 
systems that continuously record the sounds 
– acoustic emissions (AE) – emitted by the 

Seismic sounds

THE EVER-GROWING sophistication 
of modern mining and energy extraction 
equipment enables companies to extract 
valuable natural resources – oil, gas, minerals, 
gems, metals or coal – from many kilometres 
underground with increasing efficiency. It also 
enables the creation of vast reservoirs deep 
underground for the disposal of waste materials 
from industrial processes. Some of these 
processes, used for either extraction or disposal, 
involve injecting fluids deep underground, either 
as part of hydraulic fracturing or injection of 
large volumes of waste fluids.  Both types of 
application, extraction or injection, inevitably 
alter stresses in the surrounding rock and if 
the strain is sufficiently pronounced, or there 
is a pre-existing fault, seismicity may then 
be induced in the Earth’s crust. Though most 
human-induced seismicity is not discernible 
without sensitive measuring equipment, in 
some cases ‘felt’ earthquakes of a magnitude 
of 3.0 or more have clearly been triggered as a 
result of these activities. 

The principle of hydraulic fracturing for gas, 
or fracking, is effectively the same as that 
used for disposal of waste water albeit at 
very different pressures and volumes; but 

along with the injection of water, sand and 
chemicals are forced through numerous small 
holes in the well casing at depth to cause 
fracturing and associated microearthquakes 
in the surrounding rock, thereby releasing the 
gas. Yet, while there is some debate about 
whether the process of fracking is likely to 
induce more felt earthquakes, a number of 
events over recent years have been attributed 
to waste water disposal – for example, 
evidence suggests that a 5.6 earthquake in 

Oklahoma may have been  triggered by the 
process in 2011. 

At the Lassonde Institute at the University of 
Toronto, a state-of-the-art laboratory was 
created in 2008 to explore the dynamics of 
microscopic seismic events under controlled 
conditions and assess how they relate to 
macroscopic events occurring within the 
Earth’s engineered subsurface. Professor 
of Seismology and Rock Mechanics at the 
University of Toronto, Dr R Paul Young is the 
Principal Investigator  who oversees the project. 
His group use the University’s Rock Fracture 
Dynamics Facility (RFDF) for research into 
rock fracture physics, earthquake processes, 
geophysics and geomechanics. Young’s own 
research interest over the past 10 years has 
been fracture phenomena in microearthquakes 
induced by mining and hydraulic fracturing, 
and his group complements his endeavour 
by exploring applications across both natural 
and engineered environments, covering 
a wide range of scenarios from volcanic 
activity to fracking. “Our primary objective 
is to understand how fractures grow and 
induce seismicity in rock, and we develop 
new numerical modelling and laboratory 

RFDF with AE streaming equipment (left), polyaxial 
deformation rig (centre) and fluid flow equipment (right).
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rock under stress. This ‘rock music’ is digitised 
several hundred times faster than that 
recorded on CDs. We record continuously for 
the duration of the experiment on numerous 
channels, creating many terabytes of data. 
We then process this rock noise to provide 
maps of fractures within the rock and monitor 
their development. 

How do you use geophysical imaging 
to monitor earthquakes in a laboratory 
environment? 

We analyse the AE waves generated by 
minute laboratory earthquakes with energy 
releases the size of a pencil lead break, similar 
to how seismologists locate earthquakes 
within the earth. The difference is that we 
are doing this on small samples of rock and 
locating the sources of these AE to within a 
few millimetres within the sample. 

Could you highlight some of your  
key findings? 

A key result from the lab is the use of 
particle models to generate induced 
seismicity from synthetic rocks. These are 
used to help interpret the experimental 
data from the RFDF. We have also been able 
to experimentally simulate the complex 

relationship between hydraulic fractures, fluid 
flow and induced seismicity. 

How do you hope your research will 
contribute to the natural and engineered 
environment? 

To take one example in the natural 
environment, my colleagues and I reported 
the first laboratory simulation of a special 
type of volcano seismicity. We were able to 
reproduce the type of tremors that occur 
as high pressure fluids are forced through 
fractures. The significance of understanding 
and decoding tremors is that approximately 
500 million people live near enough to the 
Earth’s 600 active volcanoes that, should 
a serious eruption occur, these people will 
endure significant physical and economic 
harm. Improved understanding of volcanic 
mechanisms is important for improved 
hazard mitigation. 

To take one example in the engineered 
environment, hydraulic fracturing is a 
key engineering tool for secondary oil 
production (increasingly important with 
the controversial development of shale 
gas), enhanced fracturing in mining and the 
creation of geothermal heat exchangers. 
Induced seismicity is the key to imaging 

subsurface hydraulic fractures to contribute 
to the validation of numerical predictions, 
and also provide answers to key questions.

Who have you been collaborating with?

During the first 25 years of my research 
career, I focused on microseismic monitoring 
and developing technology to monitor and 
interpret microearthquakes induced from 
mining and hydraulic fracturing. Two spinoff 
companies from my university research group 
are now very active in this area (Applied 
Seismology Consultants in the UK and the 
Engineering Seismology Group in Canada) 
and are continuing innovation in the 
field. We are currently developing new 
interpretive tools for decoding the 
seismic signatures from fracturing 
and also enhancing our synthetic 
rock models to generate more 
realistic induced seismicity.

experimental methods to simulate and image 
fracturing and seismicity,” Young explains. 

A UNIQUE FACILITY

The RFDF comprises a polyaxial servo-controlled 
rock deformation system with geophysical sensing, 
imaging and measurement instrumentation 
supported by a cluster of 256 core processors with 
a peak throughput capacity of 2.7 teraflops, nearly 
19 terabytes of storage and a variety of streaming, 
modelling and analytical software applications 
linked by a high speed network.  

The deformation system can apply three 
independent stresses – up to 1063 megapascals 
vertically and 532 laterally – to a rock sample 
and can deliver temperatures up to 200 ºC, to 
emulate conditions up to several kilometres 
underground. Geophysical imaging enables 
capture of stresses and strains, acoustic 
emissions (AE), seismic velocity in 3D, rock 
permeability and resistivity over time. There 
are 18 sensors to capture AE by rocks under 

strain and velocity, permeability and resistivity 
can be measured on three axes. The RFDF 
delivers near real-time and continuous data 
for investigations of how rock fractures form, 
coalesce and contribute to rock strength 
degradation, static fatigue, damage and 
permeability under complex hydraulic, thermal 
and mechanical scenarios; how natural and 
induced fractures might be triggered; and what 
types of fractures contribute to rock instability: 
“During deformation tests, extensive 
geophysical monitoring allows the fractures 
to be imaged using speed of sound waves and 

Paul Young and Farzine Nasseri (left) at the RFDF 
control centre when AE is being recorded.

Configuration for laboratory hydraulic fracturing 
experiments with AE at the RFDF.
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The state-of-the-art laboratory 

was created in 2008 to explore 

the dynamics of microscopic 

seismic events under controlled 

conditions and assess how they 

relate to macroscopic events 

occurring within the Earth’s 

engineered subsurface
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induce seismicity in rock, in order to develop 
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modelling and laboratory experiments. 
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fracturing and induced seismicity.
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petroleum and nuclear waste disposal 
industries. Young has published over 200 
scientific papers in refereed journals and 
conference proceedings, supervised more 
than 40 PhD students and postdoctoral 
research fellows and developed innovative 
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seismicity/acoustic emission monitoring. He 
is a Fellow and Gold Medalist of the Royal 
Society of Canada.

minute laboratory-induced earthquakes,” 
Young elaborates. 

From the images, it is then possible to 
determine the changes that occurred in the 
physical properties of the rock under scrutiny. 
These rock deformation tests also produce 
large quantities of geophysical data that are 
scanned for the acoustic emission signature of 
each microearthquake, from which Young and 
his group then map the location of the fracture 
and determine its type, such as tension or shear: 
“Fortunately earthquakes have been shown to 
scale; that is, the physical processes that occur 
at the larger scale also occur at the laboratory 
scale,” muses Young. Once analysed, the results 
of tests are used to refine and extend the group’s 
numerical models and experimental observation 
techniques. Young’s group also uses the power of 
the computing cluster to model different types 

of rocks and then test their properties under 
stress, allowing them to develop advanced 
models that go beyond classical continuum 
mechanics and model fractured rocks. 

CONTINUOUS REFINEMENT

The team has been able to model and 
measure fluid-driven deformation processes 
that give rise to volcanic seismic activity using 
basalt samples from Mount Etna, and identify 
and interpret signals of low level movement 

precursors to eruption (as published in the 
Journal Science). Furthermore, being able to 
initiate and observe the unfolding of a slow 
earthquake and shearing in rock with a natural 
pre-existing fault and compare it against an 
artificially cut smooth fault in an equivalent 
sample has indicated large similarities in 
behaviour between these types of fault. It 
has also established the composition and 
characteristics of various kinds of rock, such 
as Fontainebleau sandstone and Westerly 
granite, to explore the mechanics of fracture 
development and propagation in rock during 
fracking. In one study of hydraulic fracturing 
in granite, the stone was represented virtually, 
as a discontinuum model of bonded particles, 
and subjected to simulated fracturing; this 
approach revealed that fracture was induced 
predominantly through tensile failure, and 
that shear occurred associated with pre-
existing fractures. 

Since the RFDF was first commissioned, the 
facility has been continuously upgraded to 
keep pace with developments in research 
infrastructure and, particularly, computing. 
Young explains that cloud computing 
and Field Programmable Gate Arrays are 
enabling the processing of higher volumes 
of data and supporting the development 
of new electronic instruments for complex 
modelling, measurement and analysis 
tasks, respectively: “This enables very rapid 
feedback systems, which allow us to refine 
our deformation tests to further understand 
the development of fractures”. 

Current projects in the RFDF include an 
investigation of hydraulic fracturing and 
induced seismicity, and geophysical imaging 
of fracturing in low-permeability rocks with 
potential application for deep geological 
disposal of radioactive waste and extraction 
of shale gas. The knowledge gained from these 
investigations is also applied to other industrial 
mining processes, such as geothermal energy 
generation and carbon dioxide sequestration, 
and the laboratory continues to increase their 
exposure through attending and presenting at 
conferences to widen their relevance to the 
scientific community and industry at large.

AE locations imaging poly-modal fault development in Fontainbleau Sandstone (b-g),  tested in the true-triaxial 
geophysical imaging cell with Sigma 3=5MPa, Sigma 2=35MPa and Sigma 1 from peak stress at 490MPa (b) to 250MPa 
(g) in the post peak regime. Also shown is a micro X-ray image of the resulting fault system (a).
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